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The Problem



Oltrogge & Alfano 2019

Collision rate 
amongst “large” 
satellites



Estimates of 
routinely 
untracked objects…



Future Projections – Satellite launches

Recent Starlink launch is start of “mega” constellation deployments.
About 25K satellites are licensed for launch over the next few years.



Predicted Debris



Space Traffic Management



Kessler Syndrome

Runaway collisional 
cascading will make some 
orbits unusable.



Science and Technology Facilities Council 
(STFC)
• One Research Council in UKRI. Responsible for big facilities (eg UK’s 

Diamond light source) as well as “Big” science (PPAN)

• STFC scheme 21st Century Challenge Networks

• Famous example is the STFC Food Network. This looks at issues in 
food production around the world and has utilized expertise in 
remote sensing and extensive data analysis.



Aims of GNOSIS
Scientific aim: to characterize the populations of debris at all orbital heights and to 
help mitigate the effect on space traffic.

How: to help STFC researchers (and other) apply their specialist knowledge in 
collaboration with industry in pursuit of the above.

This work is needed even as we develop 
new debris retrieval technologies 
(maybe more so).



Work already going on by STFC researchers
• Maybe 2-3 individuals doing relevant work. In addition some groups with 

observational facilities taking data specifically for contracts with industry 
(usually generating funding to support the astronomy).

• A small number of the individual have re-orientated at least some research into 
the space situational awareness area. Funding is spread around many places.

• Ironically many PPAN researchers have developed skills of direct relevance eg
orbital analysis, survey statistics etc



First part of (STFC) GEO definitive study

CT = correlated objects (known orbits)
UCT= uncorrelated objects (new discoveries)
Circular GEO=expected objects in circular orbits in GEO

Blake et al 2019

Based on INT data obtained 
specifically for this project.



Work already going on within other RC’s
Fragmented. Mostly EPSRC in Engineering Depts

• High precision orbital analysis.

• Reentry analysis.

• Conjunction analysis.



Potential interest of Research Councils
• Not really core STFC science but still

• UKSA use STFC contracts to administer both ESA and EUSSA funding – not much 
of this finds its way into the Universities, most ends up in small companies.

• UKSA also interested in licensing aspects 

• Low TRL in Engineering RC



Status
• An STFC funded network+ project
• Bob Mann (Edinburgh) and Don Pollacco (Warwick) Co-PI’s + team of 

Co-I’s. Steering Board of space enthusiasts.
• Started in summer 2019, contacts completed with PM’s etc.
• Two Program Managers (Stuart Eves, Ralph “Dinz” Dinsley) – both 

extremely experienced industrialists with much commercial and 
military experience.
• Launch Event 18th November 2019 at BIS (Vauxhall) and 

ROE (Edinburgh)
• First themed workshop

www.gnosisnetwork.org




